
BREATHING SPACE
PINOT GRIS

WINE  Breathing Space Pinot Gris
VINTAGE 2018
REGION Margaret River  
VARIETIES Pinot Gris  

ANALYSIS Alcohol 14.0%, pH 3.49, 
  TA 5.79 g/L

VINTAGE & WINEMAKING NOTES 
In short, the 2018 vintage in Margaret River was extraordinarily good and one that winemakers always 
hope for.  This comes on the back of some very good consecutive vintages that Margaret River has 
experienced since 2006.  This gave ideal cropping levels across all varieties; not too low so as to prevent 
flavour accumulation, tannin ripeness and optimum wine balance being achieved and not too high so as to 
produce thinly-flavoured wines lacking structure, depth and length.

The Pinot Gris fruit was picked later than all other white varieties, at optimum maturity just as the acidity 
starts to lower.  The grapes were gently pressed, with the free-run and pressing juice treated separately 
through the rest of the winemaking process before being carefully blended to achieve the desired style. 
15% of the juice was fermented with wild yeasts in French oak puncheons to add structure and depth. 
Following fermentation, the wine was held on yeast lees for nine months, with monthly stirring, before 
bottling. 
 
TASTING NOTES
Colour  Very clear and bright lemon-yellow.
Aroma   Ripe pear, melon and spiced apple overlaid with a touch of savoury shortbread.
Palate   A rich, full-flavoured Pinot Gris with lovely balance between a soft, fleshy texture and  
  refreshing, bright fruit flavours. A delicious complexity of shortbread biscuit notes come  
  from the barrel fermentation with wild yeasts and time maturing on lees.   

CELLARING
Enjoy now, or over the next five years. 



BREATHING SPACE RANGE

As a reflection of Margaret River’s tranquil 
landscapes, the Breathing Space range inspires a 
sense of relaxation. Refresh and indulge in the 

lifted aromatics and fruity freshness.

EVANS & TATE

One of the pioneering wineries in Margaret River, 
Evans & Tate has a rich history of winemaking 
excellence reflected by the acclaims that our 
wines have won all over the world. With well 
over 50 trophies and 2,000 medals won since 
1987, we craft world-class wines with distinct 

regional characteristics. 

With state-of-the-art winemaking equipment 
and access to high quality fruit and oak, we craft 
wines that people enjoy, and lead by example 
with the quality of wines produced in Margaret 
River. The winemaking team continuously strive 
to craft elegant wines that exhibit distinct regional 
characteristics coupled with intensity of flavour.
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